Lymphoma Committee Meeting Agenda

Chair(s): John Leonard
Vice-Chairs: Nancy Bartlett
          Eric Hsi

Time         Description                                      Presenter
11:00        Welcome and Introductions                        John Leonard
11:15        Clinical impact of recurrent somatic mutations in follicular lymphoma  Todd Fehniger
11:45        A231602CD: Assessing Financial Difficulty in Patients with Blood Cancers  Rena Conti/Gaby Gracia
12:00        Correlative science/pathology update              Eric Hsi
12:10        Studies in development                            
12:10        Diffuse Large B cell lymphoma                     Jeremy Abramson
12:25        Diffuse Large B cell lymphoma                     Peter Riedel
12:30        T cell lymphoma                                   Neha Mehta-Shah
12:45        Primary Mediastinal Lymphoma                      Ann LaCasce
12:55        Aza-mini-R-CHOP                                    Anne Beaven
1:00         CNS lymphoma                                       Alvaro Alencar
1:10         MCL                                                Kami Maddocks
1:15         Open/Accruing studies                              
1:15         S1608 Follicular lymphoma                            Brian Link
1:25         51301 Ibrutinib/relapsed ABC DLBCL                  Babis Andreadis
1:40         EA4151 SCT vs maintenance R in MRD neg MCL          Kristie Blum
1:50         AFT 32 – Palbociclib/ibrutinib in MCL               Kami Maddocks
1:55         Other/new business                                 
2:00         Adjourn